I'm On Top Of The World
Version: NA052 - 11.07.19

Key of C

(Intro: La la la la   La la la la   La)

C Such a feelings G coming F over C me
There is Em wonder in most Dm everything I C see
Not a F cloud in the G sky, got the Em sun in my Am eyes
And I F won't be surprised if it's a G dream

C Everything I G want the F world to C be
Is now Em coming’ true Dm especially for C me
And the F reason is G clear, it's Em because you are Am here
You're the F nearest thing to heaven that I've G seen

Chorus:
I'm on C top of the world lookin’ F down on creation
And the C only F explanation I G can C find
Is the F love that I’ve G found ever C since you’ve been F around
Your love’s C put me at the F top of G the C world
La la la la   La la la la   La

C Something’ in the G wind has F learned my C name
And It's Em tellin’ me that Dm things are not the C same
In the F leaves on the G trees and the Em touch of the Am breeze
There’s a F pleas’in’ sense of happiness for G me

C There is only G one wish F on my C mind
When this Em day is through I Dm hope that I will C find
That F tomorrow will G be just the Em same for you and Am me
All I F need will be mine if you are G here

Chorus:
I’m on C top of the world lookin’ F down on creation
And the C only expla-F-nation I G can C find
Is the F love that I’ve G found ever C since you’ve been F around
Your love’s C put me at the F top of G the C world

( Sometimes a follow on tune is played as follows: )

(A World Of Our Own)

( Intro: C F C F C F G )

(Verse 1)
Close the C door light the C7 light
We're F staying home to C night
Far a-Em-way from the Am hustle and the F bright city G7 lights
Let them C all fade a-E7 way just F leave us a- C lone
And we'll Em live in a F world G7 of our C own F C

Chorus:
We'll G build a C world of our F own
That G7 no-one else can C share
All our Am sorrows we'll D7 leave far be-G-hind us G7 there
And I C know you will E7 find there'll F be peace of C mind
When we Em live in a F world G7 of our C own
F C F C F G

(Verse 2)
Oh my C love oh my C7 love I F cried for you so C much
Lonely Em nights without Am sleeping
While I F longed for your G7 touch
Now your C lips can e-E7rase the F heartache I've C known
Come with Em me to a F world G7 of our C own F C

Chorus:
We'll G build a C world of our F own
That G7 no-one else can C share
All our Am sorrows we'll D7 leave far be-G-hind us G7 there
And I C know you will E7 find there'll F be peace of C mind
When we Em live in a F world G7 of our C own
F C F C F G

(Instrumental Verse)
Close the C door light the C7 light
We're F staying home to C night
Far a-Em-way from the Am bustle and the F bright city G7 lights
Let them C all fade a-E7way just F leave us a-C lone
And we'll Em live in a F world G7 of our C own F C

Chorus:
We'll G build a C world of our F own
That G7 no-one else can C share
All our Am sorrows we'll D7 leave far be-G-hind us G7 there
And I C know you will E7 find there'll F be peace of C mind
When we Em live in a F world G7 of our C own

(Outro:)
C F C F C F C / G7 / C /